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1. Abstract
《ASSA》is a global entertainment metaverse project
centered on music themes

With the growth of the content industry, the global music market and by extension the E&M
market are growing day by day. The inﬂuence of the related industries in Korea abroad also grows

signiﬁcantly in line with the growth of K-POP. Although the brick-and-mortar domain became

severely shrunk due to the pandemic, a new concept market is being created due to the expansion of

contactless business based on ever more developing information and communication technology
(ICT) and the materialization of the metaverse industry where online and oﬄine converge, and the
expansion of its size and scope is accelerating. In order to create realistic business opportunities in

the global market and sustainable future values, it becomes necessary to respond to the needs
and expectations of customers around the world.

E&M industry is a representative ﬁeld where copyright or IP(Intellectual property) is at the starting

point of business. In this market, the production, distribution and brokerage have long been led

by large organizations of power type and most of the proﬁts have long been monopolized. This
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situation has consistently been controversial, and the underlying problem remains unresolved, so
it has become unsolved problem for the industry. In recent years, as the introduction of block-

chain technologies can clearly realize transparent contracts and eﬃcient management, operating
structure of proﬁt sharing, and security maintenance, etc., transformation into an ecosystem
close to “distribution revolution” is being pursued.

In the E&M(Entertainment&Media) industry where《ASSA》is located, new business models have
appeared and various changes are being attempted, but the actual progress is still insigniﬁcant. It

is because that traditional business structures and typical operating patterns are hard to change
in short period of time. The market environment of the gigantic distribution structure is hard to

change easily unless business leaders change in the industry, implying that new attempts do not
gain suﬃcient consensus within the industry.

Nevertheless, the overall trend of the times requires clear and realistic changes. In a simple industry
structure, that is supplier-consumer structure, creating content with users and music consumers

to share value and proﬁts is starting to become more natural. Music consumers have been playing

the role in forming and supporting a fandom, going beyond being just buyers so that the business
with this goal and structure can be sustainable into the future.

ASSA believes that these changes are irreversible, so we intend to use blockchain to create a new
business model that ﬁts new trends, and an E&M platform with a reasonable structure that can be

mutually beneﬁcial to all participants. In addition, we will create a new concept of an on-oﬄine

linkage model in which the physical and online spaces are naturally connected through the

metaverse in the content that is music. The new ecosystem will become a fun playground where
all members, as producers and consumers, use the community and commerce functions conveniently according to their individual needs and receive rewards and share proﬁts according to

their contribution. Furthermore, we will implement Sing to Earn and Entertain to Earn, where play
and cultural creative activities can be directly linked to economic activities.

《ASSA》
, as a global brand that started in Korea, has been exporting and supplying noraebang

(karaoke) services and a full range of equipment to the world for over 30 years, playing a role of

imprinting K-POP in the hearts of people around the world. In the future,《ASSA》aims to create a
future-oriented service with a vivid sense of reality by converging and complexing on-oﬀ services

on the basis of its know-how and capabilities in the global business. In order to realize decentralization
and customized service, technologies appropriate to ICT and proprietary patented technologies
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will be integrated, and on top of that, E&M ecosystem with rich storytelling and universes making
it possible tofathom future entertainment will be realized.

《ASSA》pursues a customized playground where members of the ecosystem, as producers and

consumers, become actors, and enjoy conveniently in expanded on&oﬀ entertainment space in
various ways according to individual tastes. The blockchain-based service platform created for

this purpose will implement a transparent and proﬁt-sharing commerce network and community,
presenting new models and standards for active consumption to the global market.

Currently,《ASSA》is planning to introduce a convergence service that suits the situation of each
region and user focused on noraebang app service targeting users around the word and a world-

wide channel that sells professional background music equipment to 30 countries. In particular,
as a ‘family-friendly’ service model with a healthy body and mind based on user experiences such

as ‘music’ themed e-sports, games, and smart healthcare,《ASSA》will surely show a clear evolution progress of ‘Fun’ by business stage.
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2. Market Overview
The music market, E&M market, and by extension the content market where《ASSA》has been

operating businesses are expanding day by day. The global content industry is accelerating its

growth as various business models emerge through the combination of cutting-edge related

technologies such as metaverse and NFT. As a result, the value chain in the form of planning-production-distribution-consumption is also transforming into a diﬀerent aspect. In particular, in the

ﬁelds of broadcasting, video, music, and movies, the global online platform, as a core distribution
channel in the global market, naturally converges with other industries, creating brand power.

Market Size(a billion dollar)
Growth Rate(%)

2,016
6.3

2015

2,146
6.4

2016

2,273
5.9

2017

2,392

5.2

2018

Figure 1. Global Contents Market outlook

2,504

4.7

2019

2,621

4.7

2020

2,729

4.1

2021

2,835

3.9
2022

2,933

3.5
2023

The scale of the global content industry is expected to exceed USD 2.6 trillion in 2020 and USD

3 trillion after 2023. From 2015 to 2018, the global content market has recorded an annual growth
of about 6.0%. Recently, due to the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, the traditional form of business
conducted oﬄine suﬀers a blow to some extent, but it has been quickly replaced by untact

business method based on the advanced technology of the 4th industrial revolution, and is creating
a new market by complementing on-oﬀ businesses and creating a new market of convergence
concepts and rather, rather showing an aspect of service evolution.
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In addition, metaverse, which has been matured for a long time and is now in full swing, transforms
the two-dimensional online space into a three-dimensional space, and at the same time converges

all content industries such as multiple personas, games, music, art, culture and sports, creating a
new physical world and online space connecting layer on top of the Earth.

With the continued spread of the Korean Wave, the Korea’s content industry continues to grow

steadily, attracting the attention of the world across all industries. In 2019, the total revenue of the

content industry reached KRW126.7 trillion, an increase of 5.9% from the previous year, and export

amount reached USD10.19 billion, an increase of 6.0% from the previous year. In consideration of
the ability to converge and apply new technologies and contents, as a global ICT powerhouse, its
growth is expected to be even greater in the future.

A rising tide

Revenues for the global E&M industry continue to rise steadily.
*2018-2023
CAGR 4.3%
$1.7tn

2014

$1.9tn

$2.1tn

2016

Global E&M revenues

2018

$2.3tn

2020

$2.5tn

2022

$2.6tn

2023

Global E&M revenues (projected data)

Figure 2. Global E&M Market Status

E&M(Entertainment & Media) industry is also continuously growing. The advent of 5G and the
application of AI and data algorithms make digital content and customized services possible,

leading to new changes across the entire value chain. Accordingly, the core theme of the E&M
market is personalization and digitalization, and companies create contents that reﬂect

consumers’ individual preferences and provide customized contents to individuals, and consumers
consume their desired content through their devices, taking its place in a general form.
The E&M industry is pursuing huge scale and capabilities, and it is predicted to grow at an average
of 5% or more from 2020 to 2025.
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The music industry is leading the growth by playing a pivotal role in the content industry and E&M

industry. With the development of digital technology, especially streaming technology, the music

industry is evolving into a variety of easy-to-use and leisure-type services. Traditional music

consumption patterns, such as purchasing music contents and viewing performances, diversify

into new concept services due to mobile-centered usage environment, universal use of social
network platforms such as YouTube, and collaboration between companies, evolving into
services in more active experience environment (view-listen-sing-participation).

Inxeorable digitisation

With each passing year, digital revenues account for
a larger share of the E&M industry.

40.7%
2014

47.0%

2016

53.1%

2018

Global digital revenues as % of
total revenues

57.3%

2020

60.3%

2022

61.6%

2023

Global digital revenues as % of
total revenues(projected data)

01

Figure 3. Percentage of digital sales in E&M industry

As K-POP, a global content loved by people around the world, has established itself as one genre

of music, global business opportunities are being created in the Korea’s music industry. Currently,
the Korean music market is the 6th largest in the world, and is the second largest market to Japan
(2nd largest market in the world) in Asia, showing its global inﬂuence over China (7th largest

market in the world). The size of the Korean music market exceeded KRW6.81 trillion in 2019, and
export amount exceeded USD 756million, showing a continuous growth trend.
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1st

2nd

3rd

U.S.A

Japan

U.K

4th

5th

Germany France

6th

South
Korea

7th

8th

China

9th

Australia Canada

10th
Brazil

Figure 4. The world's music markets top 10

World Record Music Market Size
Total Revenue

20.8

19.6

0.4

1.0
0.2
2.0

1.0
0.4

17.1
1.3
0.3
3.4

19.4

2004

Physical

16.4

2006

12.0

2008

Digital(excluding streaming)

15.1

0.3
1.4
0.4
3.9

9.0

2010

Streaming

15.1

0.3
1.6
1.0
4.4

7.7

2012

14.3

0.3
1.9
1.9
4.0
6.0

2014

Performance rights

16.2
0.4
2.3
4.7
3.2
5.6

2016

19.1
0.4
2.7

8.9
2.3
4.7

2018

Synchronisation revenues

Figure 5. World Record Music Market Size

Metaverse and NFT, which have recently emerged as global trends, are creating new opportunities

in the content industry. The current Metaverse is drawing attention just by creating a plausible 3D
space itself, but by the time this stage passes and 3D space is no longer new and novel, Metaverse

without "to do" or "to play" will gradually be shunned from the market. At the same time, this
means that content such as music that people play, enjoy, and create something is inevitably

integrated into the metaverse. In addition, NFT based on blockchain technology will secure the
authenticity and uniqueness of digital contents and drive a more democratic and cooperative
contents ecosystem based on user participation.
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3. Problems with the Industry
3.1. Monopolized, large-scale industrial structure
In the E&M market, huge capital exists as ‘Power’, and the typical pattern of mass supply-mass

consumption has been going on for a very long time. In the process of ‘production, distribution,
brokerage, and consumption’ on a large scale, the rights of the creator have been underrated, and

even their justiﬁable rights have not been protected. Consumers were also given only the rights as
buyers, and could not think of any further roles or rights.

However, as consumers’ perception of value has changed and legal mechanisms for rights have
been added, the importance of copyright and intellectual property rights is increasing across the

music industry. In addition, as the business structure and communication environment become
interactive, consumers have the roles of producers, being able to demand appropriate reward and
legitimate rights.

However, even though the E&M market is the communication industry itself, the ﬁrst-generation

structure and business method are being followed. The service structure is centered on monopolistic
conglomerates and large distributors and their inﬂuence still remains great. The operating proﬁt
is skewed to one side, showing a serious imbalance within the ecosystem.

3.2. Ecosystem in chaos and changes
The advent of blockchain technologies has provided a turning point for breakthrough changes in
typical industries, such as decentralization of service structures, transparent contracts, operating
structure of proﬁt sharing, cost cutting and eﬃcient management, and security.

As a result, almost all industries are seeking to introduce to necessary technologies. However, the

business model aiming to solve the long-standing structural problems of the industry with
blockchain has yet to be activated. This is because the power of the actors seeking innovation is

not strong enough. They usually do not have the ability to transform the industry and ecosystems
by and large. They are usually at start-up-level (just ideas, in the early stages of business, from the
ASSA PROJECT
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perspective of weak infrastructure) and are not in a position to dominate large-scale ecosystem
within the industry.

In addition, the businesses that have created and maintain the existing ecosystem are also in a

diﬃcult position. They have built up a business infrastructure with large investments and
volumes, provided a wide range of customer service, and earned the price for their eﬀorts. Until
present day, they are making large investments and spending large expenses.

Therefore, it is diﬃcult for them to change the existing method easily, and they are just seeking

‘reasonable improvement’ for the issue of reward for rights of producers(copyright holders) and
distribution of proﬁts.

3.3. New technology and Sustainability
It seems that it till take longer until the problems of the existing ecosystem have improved and a

service that can lead the large market take a root. Currently, blockchain technology, like other new
technologies, is being applied passively at a level that is partially utilized according to business
usefulness.

It is apparent that the reason why the industries and heterogeneous industries are easily
converged and applied, such as providing AI services through partnerships with large
telecommunication companies, linking global online platforms and contents, and diversifying
online and oﬄine experiences, is because of the power of existing infrastructure and capital that

makes it possible. In the industry, future-oriented cutting-edge technologies are being used to be
In line with the mega trend and achieve the goal of expanding the market with great competitive-

ness and maximizing proﬁts by continuously creating new businesses that will attract customers'
attention.

《ASSA》is using a variety of technologies of the 4th industrial revolution to achieve our goal of

expanding the market by continuously creating new businesses that will be in the limelight,

expanding the market with great competitiveness, and maximizing proﬁt. That doesn’t necessary
mean that we are in the time where customers love and are satisﬁed with services because they’re

provided by large companies. Above all, from the customer’s perspective, irrational structures or

factors in the market must be improved and overcome by business operators through self-puriﬁcation
ASSA PROJECT
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eﬀorts in the future. In the future, it will be an essential element in order to maintain a sustainable
business foundation without being disregarded by consumers.

In reality, even though a block chain is simply integrated and used for a service, the service is not
necessarily recognized as a new business model or universal service. If it’s not ‘fun and

convenient’, even high-tech technologies are meaningless, and in fact, all future technologies only
exist for ‘daily convenience services’ tailored to the user’s lifestyle and this will continue that way.
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4. Solutions for the E&M Market
4.1. Preparing a venue for E&M experiences centered
on music themes
Currently, the largest part of the music industry is the music distribution market and it shows

rapid growth with the development of smart devices and digital technologies. The most apparent

feature in the modern industry is that it became a structure gradually changing and expanding

from just “listening” to a “enjoying” and further on participating and producing. Various experience
environments(watch-listen-sing-participate) of music themes are crossing the boundaries
between industries through convergence not only within the E&M area, but also with other
industries.

《ASSA》intends to present new concept shared services where community and commerce linking
on-oﬀ line are actively taking place in addition to its existing businesses such as the noraebang

app service of streaming sound sources currently used by more than 6.3 million people around
the world, and the production and distribution of more than 5.7 million background music

equipment (noraebang equipment, Bluetooth microphones, speakers, etc.). Members of the
ecosystem, who have been consuming only ‘sing’, can also act as secondary producers of contents
on the ASSA platform and receive appropriate reward, and can receive fair and transparent proﬁt
distribution by directly participating or investing in related events and promotions.

In addition, they will be able to experience a three-dimensional experience encompassing on-oﬀ

line according to the business model and service composition that links the functionalities of E&M
such as games, e-sports, and smart healthcare. Through the diversiﬁcation of these services,

《ASSA》will play a positive role for the balanced growth of the future music industry, providing a

unique service that has not existed in the past, E&M experience where you can ‘play-eat-

-create-purchase-relax’ as if you enjoy in a theme park. Furthermore, we will implement Sing to
Earn and Entertain to Earn, where play and cultural creative activities can be directly linked to
economic activities.
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4.2. Building an O2O business model that has evolved
into O4O

01

02

(convergence, UI/UX)

Expanding to Global
Business Area

Expansion to E&M

Oﬃcial
Flagship Store

Web
App

ONLINE
STORE
Interactive
Review

03

Hybrid Service

(O2O platform building)

Mall

O2O

Platform

PHYSICAL
STORE

Super
Market

Retail Store

Figure 6. ASSA O2O Vision

O2O(Online to Oﬄine) refers to a business that provides convenient and valuable services to
customers by organically linking online and oﬄine. Korean and overseas O2O market are rapidly

expanding into an innovative industry with the advent of super-large business models such as
Amazon, Uber, People of Delivery, Socar, and Yanolja. According to the report published by the

Ministry of Science and ICT(2020.2), sales amount was KRW2.9 and transaction amount was 97

KRW trillion as of the year of 2019, and the market is scaled up to KRW100 trillion as of the year of
2020. The global market is also expected to exceed $53.2 billion in 2019 and $75.6 billion in 2020,
showing a signiﬁcant growth.

O2O is not a new service. It is rather a business that has evolved its scale and scope by linking and

strengthening the existing oﬄine business on-oﬀ. O2O is a model suitable for sharing and onASSA PROJECT
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demand business, and the structure of a harmonious win-win relationship between the service
platform operator and the tenant companies becomes a critical important factor in judging the

sustainability of a brand. In recent years, the conﬂict over the main proﬁt pools (excessive fees and

advertising costs) has emerged as the main issue, and it is also facing the challenge of proﬁt
diversiﬁcation.

O2O is the most suitable business structure in consideration of the nature of《ASSA》business

where oﬄine and online services are interconnected and coexist. In particular, the decentralized
O2O model with the introduction of blockchain technology is expected to be a win-win business

model as an alternative to the current O2O business, revealing the problems with large platforms
dominating and monopolizing the market.

In particular, ASSA has its uniqueness in that it is an O2O service model that has been expanded on
the basis of experiences and know-how of O4O(online for oﬄine) business linking noraebang
streaming app services, and the production and distribution of background music equipment
over the past scores of years, and is a new concept E&M business that expands the scale and scope
of existing specialized themes (music) where entry barriers exist.

O4O is a business platform in which a company with online competency creates new growth

opportunities by expanding its business areas into oﬄine areas. The eﬀects of O4O can be
summarized in three main aspects:

(1) Oﬄine shops of online service companies become a marketing channel, creating a mutual
synergy eﬀect between on and oﬀ.

(2) It becomes possible to establish a brand identity by providing experiences of the physical world
that cannot be provided online.

(3) It becomes possible to collect feedbacks from customers visiting oﬄine business sites, and
utilize them for online services.
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4.3. Introduction of a decentralized blockchain platform
《ASSA》will realize a transparent and reliable service by introducing decentralized blockchain

technology and token economy to the O2O platform.《ASSA》
’s experience and know how in global
service for 6.3 million members with high brand loyalty around the world will facilitate a new
platform service.

The O2O service of《ASSA》starts with a good understanding of copyright management, as

evidenced by the《ASSA》
’s exclusive technology related to streaming sound source IC that《ASSA》

designed and music source (350,000 songs) in 34 languages owned by《ASSA》
. Therefore,《ASSA》
platform, as an easy-to-use environment, is suitable for global business, and a system for
transparent proﬁt sharing and fair reward will be the basic element. In addition,《ASSA》will

provide fair reward and proﬁts not only to service providers and purchasers, but also to activists
who perform various roles in keeping the ecosystem rolling actively.

Above all,《ASSA》pursues a platform where the usability of blockchain technology and token
economy is maximized and will focus on building a sustainable foundation with blockchain
technology and token economy aiming for a platform with maximum usability. 《ASSA》
’s

ecosystem will evolve into a realistic and eﬀective decentralized platform, and《ASSA》will

continue to strive to achieve a value proportional between the creative aspects of the music
theme business and the platform economy. Through this process, it will be a best business model
of themed business that breaks away from the current centralized O2O structure focused on fees

and advertising revenue, demonstrates various ways of existence of the platform business, and
diversiﬁes services and proﬁt sources.

To implement this, we will work strategically with the Protocon team. The Protocon Mainnet is the

best blockchain platform with the latest critical mind and blockchain technology. In particular, it

provides an environment where ASSA tokens can be used as practical utilities both online and the

physical world by fundamentally solving the fee problem, which has been pointed out as the
biggest problem among blockchain usability. Through the long-term and strategic cooperation
with the Protocon team, we will solve new needs of industries with in-depth technology.
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5. ASSA Ecosystem
As aforementioned,《ASSA》
’s O2O is a global E&M platform that expands its scale and scope by

connecting the similar industries and heterogeneous industries, focusing on on-oﬀ linked music
theme services in the world. By introducing the O4O and metaverse concept,《ASSA》intends to

maximize the synergy between online and oﬄine. In addition, we will realize the concept of Sing
to Earn and Entertain to Earn by providing features such as regular content authorization, partici-

pation reward, and resale for users' activities and participation. A community and commerce
service consisting of items that maximize the attractiveness of each online and oﬄine and items
highly related to each other will revitalize the ecosystem and create a sustainable future vitality.
User Group

ON & OFF
Users

Contents
Creator

Producer&Consumer

Populater

Reviewers

Review / Voting Up / Download

01

05

02

Community
Area

O2O Platform

04

03

AD/PR
Zone

Social
Network
Reward

Service Group
App
Service

Service Charge

Blockchain

* Smart Contract
* Payment / Transaction
* Decentralized Ledger

3rd Parties Area

Theme
Service
Production
& Sales

Viewer

Reward (ASSA Power)

Commerce
Area

Media
Zone

Artists &
Trainees

Smart
Healthcare
Concert
& Meeting

Artist
Discover
Investment
& Funding

Figure 7. ASSA Eco System
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5.1. Participants in ASSA’s Ecosystem
On & oﬀ User(Platform User)

As a member of《ASSA》online service and oﬄine services, he or she can work in the community
and commerce areas of the platform. On & oﬀ User include Contents Creator, Artist & Trainee,
Populater, Viewer, and Reviewer, etc.

Contents Creator

On&oﬀ user refers to a person who uploads his or her own music video to the platform media
channel using the noraebang app service. On&oﬀ user includes Artist & Trainee, and comes the
subject to reviews, voting, sponsorship, crowdfunding, and investment.

Artist & Trainee

Artist & Trainee refers to an artists and a trainee who has made his debut in the broadcasting/
entertainment world. Through the platform service, he or she can announce and communicate
new music sources, introduce and sell his or her own goods(products), and conduct events and
promotions such as fan meetings, performances, and collaborations.

Populater(Information Provider)

Populator can provide various and in-depth information that is beneﬁcial to the E&M platform

ecosystem, with focus on the music theme. He or she can introduce or link text, photos, videos,
etc. to the extent that copyright or intellectual property rights are not infringed.

Viewer

Viewer is a person who has viewed content uploaded by Contents Creator or viewed the
information uploaded by Populater.

Reviewer

Reviewer refers to a collective term for those who review, vote, and subscribe to content in the
community area and product information in the commerce area. He or she is rewarded with 'ASSA
POWER', which is in general point concept.
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Seller

Seller refers to SOHO, Shop, or Service Company selling in the marketplace (Service Group) of

《ASSA》
. When special events and promotions (performances, contests, crowdfunding, etc.) are
promoted through collaboration, etc., it also refers to the entity that provides ticketing services.

5.2. ASSA platform conﬁguration
The participants in《ASSA》platform work on the basis of two axes: ‘USER GROUP’, that is both
consumer and producer, and ‘SERVICE GROUP,’ that sells and provides products and services. In
the process of their activities and interactive communication, new content and data are created,
and an ecosystem of rewards and proﬁt sharing operates.

These two groups, respectively, become main agents of activities in Community Area and

Commerce Area, and pursue additional activities through ﬁve specialized areas, including Media
Zone, AD/PR Zone, and Social Zone, etc. for ecosystem maintenance and growth.

USER GROUP leads community activities, such as content data registration, voting, and reviews,
etc.; and the purchase and consumption of products and services. SERVICE GROUP conducts

activities focused on sales and supply of products and services. They are provided with the operating
system of《ASSA》platform, and are evaluated and rewarded for their contributions such as the
nature, frequency, and content of their activities according to the token economy.

USER GROUP

In User Group, on & oﬀ users basically refers to those who participate in online and oﬄine activities

after registering as a member. Depending on the nature of their activities thereafter, they become
content providers or consumers, populators, reviewers, and voters. They also become artists and
trainees according to special programs linked to events and promotion, such as auditions and

contests. They can be producers, consumers, or both, depending on the nature of their activities,

and are rewarded with 'ASSA Power'. They can join in activities for creating proﬁt as key buyers and
collaboration partners connected to the service group.
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P ASSA Power
ASSA Token

Contents
System

Create

Contents
Creator

Populater

Artists &
Trainees

P

View / Review

P

Reward
System

ON & OFF
Users

Reviewers

Viewer

Users can upload various contents (videos, recorded sound sources, etc.) that they produced in to

the media area through O2O commerce activities (using noraebang app services, using oﬄine
complex entertainment spaces, participating in event promotions, etc.). On the one hand, users

can evaluate the content of other producers from consumers’ viewpoint and produce data such as
comments, share, and follow.

Tokens earned according to the results of activities can be freely used in the on-oﬄine commerce
area of《ASSA》
, such as purchasing products and services, discovering artists (investment, crowd-

funding, sponsorship, etc.), and purchasing performance teckets/sounds/goods. Artists, trainees,
those selected for audition, etc. will be provided the opportunity to make their debut through
USER GROUP’s evaluation and support programs or through partnered agencies. At this time, if a
sound source is released or an album is produced, they can participate in investment, crowdfunding,
etc., to receive proﬁt distribution.

SERVICE GROUP
Service Group refers to companies, shops, or special individuals (experts) that are active in the
area of 3rd parties and have presence in the market place within the platform according to the

participation criteria by theme. They supply music themes and products and services in the E&M

category, and with regard to event promotion activities, they can share various proﬁtable activities
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(sponsorship, investment attraction, proﬁt sharing, etc.) through various strategic partnerships
with User Group.

P ASSA Power
ASSA Token

Purchase

Search

Feedback

Commerce
System

Sales

Attribution

P
Users

Order

P

Reward
System

Seller

The marketplace of《ASSA》combines convergence entertainment experience service, and smart

healthcare service centered on the existing core services(global app service, sales of background
music equipment), and fuses subdivided E&M theme alliance services linked with them. Companies
and companies in the E&M category for long-term mutual growth or individuals(experts) can join
and have presence as alliance partners.

Together with them,《ASSA》platform will support and share blockchain-based SCM and CRM

solutions such as direct and indirect cost reduction, maximization of marketing and sales eﬃciency,
fast transaction speed, and easy payment, thus creating a comfortable commerce environment.

Consumers will also receive 'ASSA Power's as rewards in the concept of bonus points in return for

their purchasing activities on the marketplace and the tokens can be used for various purposes
within the entire ecosystem.
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5.3. ASSA Service Model

ASSA SMART SERVICE

Existing
on&oﬀ
Business

New Introduction
& Collaboration
Business

OMNI-CHANNEL

(Realize a shopping environment that combines
the features of each distribution channel with
one service so that consumers can search
information and products across
on-oﬀ and mobile devices.)

O4O
Application
: Reﬂect consumer lifestyle according to
new normal life style, consider personal
preferences and needs, and reinforce
customized/on-oﬀ mutual beneﬁts

Act as an eﬀective marketing channel to induce activation between on-oﬀ services.
Establish service and product identity by providing storng brand experiences.
Provide feedback through spontaneous community, and upgrade services.

Figure 8. ASSA Service Model

ASSA's service, with its unique characteristics (O2O, O4O) combining karaoke apps and devices,

further strengthens the connection between the virtual and real worlds with metaverse technology,
and is implemented as an environment suitable for building the metaverse world. In addition,
ASSA's community and commerce seek a interoperable infrastructure and will create a creator
economy combined with NFT, creating the uniqueness and ﬂexibility of ASSA services.
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5.3.1. Conﬁguration of service areas
《ASSA》strengthens communication channels through specialized areas, such as the media area

and the AD/PR zone and social zone for the vitalization of the community area and the commerce
area where key user groups exist, maintenance of an ecosystem, and future growth.

Media Zone
Members who want to act as producers (Contents Provider and Artist & Trainee) on《ASSA》
platform can open their own room (My Planet) and upload contents.

The contents are the videos produced using the function of the noraebang app service, and are

stored in the smart contract. After watching the content uploaded on the media zone, consumers
(on & oﬀ users and reviewers) can review, subscribe, or conduct activities such as voting,
sponsoring and making investment according to their preferences.

In addition, members who purchase products or services through the marketplace can upload

reviews, satisfaction levels, and related professional information (data). General members can
also leave reviews or express empathy for this information.

AD/PR Zone
Content producers in User Group and sellers in Service Group can actively inform their members
of themselves, their contents, products, and service products through Broadcasting Performance

and Programatic AD within the platform. The disclosed contents and oﬃcial information are
recorded on the blockchain, gaining high reliability.

It serves as a guide channel that informs and guides events and promotions that occur within

《ASSA》platform on a regular/irregular basis. The current status of active artists’ new news releases,

performances, concerts, introduction of fan meetings, and discovery of new artists (audition,

contest, music production, presentation, etc.) are transparently disclosed. In addition, the
platform operation status, such as the introduction of new services and business alliances, is
continuously disclosed.
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Social Zone
Contents within《ASSA》platform can be linked with the social networks and spread to external

social networks. Accordingly, Contents Creators can introduce their own creations to various open
channels.

5.3.2. Uniqueness of ASSA service
As aforementioned,《ASSA》E&M platform service aims to create a sustainable business model by
categorizing additional services that can be realized on the basis of the existing global service
base. For this purpose,《ASSA》will create a narration (Universe) with rich storytelling centered on
music themes.

AD/Media
Channel

Broadcasting
performance
■
Programmatic AD
(AI, Big data)

■

■

Promotion

Contest, Audition
Contents & Artist
Discover, Investment
■
Crowdfunding
■

■

ENCOREFIT

EMS Center
Healthcare
■
Smart Healthcare
■
Cafe
■

■

Marketplace

Theme Shop
(Company, Private Store)
■
Token Shop
(Reward, Payment)
■

Social Media/Network
Review Upload, Voting
■
Shoppable Contents
■
My Planet

■

■

■

■

GOLFLEX

MyStage

■

Concert Hall
Flagship Store
■
Direct Management
■

Connection

Management Partnership
■
Broadcating /
Entertainment
Collaboration

Musical Instrument
■
Microphone
■
Speaker
■
Mini-Room

Convergence Experience
(golf/game/song/movie)
■
Theme Space
■
F/C Business
Theme Spot

■

Community

Ticketing, Record, Goods
■
On&Oﬀ Sales
■
Production, Alliance

Global karaoke App
Sound source supply
■
Connection of
additional
business

■

■

MAGICSING

Commerce

R&D Center

■
Find New Item
Business Re-Modeling
■
IT Development
■
Globalization, IR

■

Figure 9. Organization of ASSA Global E&M Platform Service
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5.4. ASSA Service Situation
ASSA's community and marketplace will be completed as a diﬀerentiated entertainment platform
by adding various businesses of the O2O concept strategically born through new introductions
and collaborations. In particular, by applying the metaverse environment designed for expansion

for each phase, the characteristics of the ASSA platform, where participants act as consumers and
creators, will be clearly reﬂected.

The services currently being developed around the music theme are being interoperated centered
around music themes related businesses such as global karaoke app service(MagicSing), perfor-

mance/accompaniment sales service(ASSA, MyStage), on-oﬀ convergence experience service
(GOLFLEX), and smart healthcare service(Encoreﬁt) by each brand. In addition, each business is in
the process of optimizing to match the metaverse environment, and the main services and R&D
activities are as follows.

5.4.1. Global noraebang(karaoke) streaming app service

MagicSing is the core content in《ASSA》platform. MagicSing is the world’s best noraebang service,
used by more than 6.3 million subscribers around the world, and users can download the app

from the App Store and enjoy it as a streaming service after signing up for membership. In 2017, it
was ranked 7th in the App of the Year category in the Apple Store, and it is currently the 3rd in the
Google Play and is a global service app used by more than 100 countries.
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MagicSing is currently servicing 350,000 songs in 34 languages based on its exclusive streaming

sound source IC technology (ASIC) as the ﬁrst and only patented technology in Korea. In addition,
it has a Bluetooth function so that it can be used by connecting background music equipment
(microphone, speaker).

MagicSing will play the initial role in creating secondary works (videos) by being connected with

media functions on ASSA platform. The content created is recorded on the blockchain as the core
content in the community area and is disclosed to consumers, making users IP producers. Users
in User Group consume publicly available content, and conduct various activities according to the
nature and goal of the content, such as review, voting, sponsorship, support, and investment.

MagicSing will be re-created as Korea's ﬁrst and the world's ﬁrst metaverse karaoke app, and will
be linked with various on-oﬀ entertainment services in the future to become the core service of
the ASSA music theme park.
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5.4.2. On-oﬄine sales of noraebang background music equipment and services
MagicSing app services can be enjoyed oﬄine by interlocking it with background music equipment
such as Bluetooth microphone or speaker.

Accordingly,《ASSA》manufactures and distributes noraebang equipment for carrying, home use,
and commercial use to the world. Having sold million units on an accumulative basis worldwide,

《ASSA》is ranked as the top brand in the background music equipment ﬁeld. It has been awarded
10 Million Dollars Export Tower, 20 Million Dollars Export Tower, and 50 Million Dollars Export
Tower successively. The main products on sale include Bluetooth speaker microphone (MP30),
Bluetooth speaker (KP650), Smart Noraebang (E2, E5, E2P), and independent booth noraebang
(MyStage).

《ASSA》forms a music-themed on-oﬄine complex shop for product sales at Service Group in the

platform based on the noraebang background music equipment items on sale. Through this
service, not only musical instruments, but also related products from strategic alliance partners are

sold, and purchasers can receive the same beneﬁts in online or oﬄine stores. For this purpose, a

ﬂagship store (Theme Spot) that oﬀers multi-purpose services will be established inside the headquarters. It is also applied collectively to all services linked to《ASSA》brand.
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5.4.3. Operation of the entertainment experience spacetailored to customers

《ASSA》provides a ‘GOLFLEX’ service using its exclusive video-related ICT technology so that users

can enjoy a variety of experience activities in online or oﬄine space as they want (Application for
patent has been made). GOLFLEX is an O4O concept complex experience, and is a service that
encompasses games, e-sports, and movies, which are the core of the E&M (Entertainment &

Media) industry as well as the music industry. GOLFLEX will be operated as a link that implements

a platform with the service structure extending the music theme to the realm of the E&M industry.
GOLFLEX allows users to play golf, sing, play games, and watch movies and sports at the same
time. For example, in the golf system, more than 100 actual golf courses are implemented and

tens of thousands of delicate objects are applied to provide realistic training program and games.
In addition, large screen and the latest sound system allow users to enjoy noraebang, games,
e-sports, and movies. The experience space implemented oﬄine can be easily installed anywhere

in the group or individual activity space, and is also used as a space for producing secondary
works created on《ASSA》platform, and as an online audition space. For the use of GOLFLEX both

online and oﬄine,《ASSA》
’s token economy will apply. The GOLFLEX experience space is currently

available in 2 directly managed stores(Seoul, Bucheon) and 11 aﬃliated stores, and we are currently
discussing nationwide road shows and overseas partnership negotiations to expand the service.
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5.4.4. Smart Healthcare program for wellness

Oﬄin Activity

Healthcare
Eﬀect
《ASSA》integrates its exclusive EMS (Electronical Muscle Stimulation) wearable technology with
GOLFLEX service and applies smart healthcare to the E&M experience process. The Smart Healthcare service named ‘ENCOREFIT’ brand is applied and utilized by users as an option in GOLFLEX

experience. EMS training using wearables produced and sold by ASSA has excellent eﬀects such as

strengthening muscle strength, increasing cardiorespiratory endurance, and recovering from
fatigue.

As part of the convergence experience service, we provide a wearable program at the GOLFLEX
experience space or booth karaoke, and you can get 6 hours of exercise eﬀect just by experiencing

‘20 minutes of wearing the wearable + singing’, giving us the dual eﬀect of ‘play + health care’.

Users will be provided with blockchainized healthcare information generated in the process of
regular use, and will be able to manage their health eﬀectively.
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5.4.5. ASSAPLAY THEME SPOT
Since ASSA is an O2O-based music theme service, so we created ASSAPLAY Theme Building in

Seoul for a unique experience and R&D environment to provide and operate a performance hall,
studio, showroom for major services, planning, production, and research facilities. ASSA THEME
SPOT will be used in various ways as the hot place linked with the metaverse service experience of
ASSAPLAY in the future, along with a mega-scale GOLFLEX experience facility available nearby.
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5.4.6. Introduction of theme-centered strategic partnership
Technology Partnership
ASSA's metaverse service is from the strategic combination of ASSA's existing music assets and

Protocon, which has unrivaled blockchain technology, on the global business foundation that
covers online and physical spaces. In the future, ASSAPLAY-Protocon will create synergy by realiz-

ing advanced immersive media content together and working together to penetrate into the
global market.

Protocon is widely known for its mainnet, which signiﬁcantly improves blockchain performance
and safety with its proprietary technology, and especially solves the problem of fees, which has

been pointed out as a chronic problem of blockchain. In addition, Protocon has developed a

metaverse game Block City using Minecraft, and has and is applying blockchain technologies
necessary for the metaverse such as NFT and real estate transactions. In addition, it is the world's

leading technology company that has already developed DID technology, having already prepared
and secured the foundation technologies necessary to build the metaverse's economic system.

Service Partnership
《ASSA》will form SERVICE GROUP with strategic partners who will sell and collaborate on

music-themed products and service products to create a sustainable operating structure and proﬁts.
They are companies and shops with unique services in the E&M industry, and individuals
(professionals) can also have presence. The marketplace of《ASSA》consists of products and
services in the following categories.

Products

- Music them performance/background music equipment and peripheral devices, accessories
(noraebang equipment, Bluetooth microphones and speakers, EMS wearables, etc.)
- Open market items (artist’s albums, goods, MD products, etc.)
Service Products

- Tickets for complex experience centers(GOLFLEX, ENCOREFIT), tickets for aﬃliated oﬄine
experience centers & shops
- Artist performances, Tickets of concerts, fan meetings, etc.

- Tickets for events and promotions (audition, contest, presentation, etc.)
- Support programs (sponsorship, investment, and crowdfunding, etc.)
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6. ASSA ARCHITECTURE
ASSA forms Application Layer, Platform Layer, and Core Layer to support users to easily and safely

use the services within the platform. In order to ensure the inherent eﬃciency, transparency, and
scalability of a blockchain based service, each layer is organically connected to form a single
ecosystem.

Users

Application
Layer

Platform
Layer

Commercial
API

Open Source
API

Platform
API

Module

APIs, SDKs

Service Module

Consensus Network

Core Layer

User Interface /
DApps / Wallet /
Blockchain as a service /
Browser / Player

Data Module

Blockchain Module

Storage Database

Transaction Node

Enterprise internal service logic and services
Decentralized Protocols / Incentive / Virtualization / Distributed Ledger

Module
Management Module
Membership Account

Data Manager

Blockchain

On-chain

Token Module

Token Contract Reward

Contents Module
Trade Validation

Data Storage
Oﬀ-chain

Blockchain ‒ Mutual complement of data, data switching, data Backup
Data Structure ‒ Data Blocks, Markle trees, Hash, Transaction

Smart Contract

Protocon Mainnet

Overlay Network / Shared Data
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6.1. Application Layer
Application Layer is a module that is visible to users.《ASSA》implements and provides a UX/UI

environment that participants in the ecosystem can use easily and conveniently on web and

mobile. Through Application Layer, users can access and use various services of Platform Layer,
such as use of streaming player, community activities, purchases and sales.

Consumers can check their assets(points, tokens, and cash) through the asset management zone,

and sellers can understand at a glance the status of receipt of goods, inventory level, sales, and
user status and conduct integrated management.

6.2. Platform Layer
Platform Layer is an API environment where the community and commerce activities that form
both axes of ASSA platform are centered, and there exist modules that can be used according to
the activities of members of the ecosystem.

It consists of Service Module, Data Module, Blockchain Module, etc. together with Platform APIs. It
supports APIs to implement essential services (centered on《ASSA》
’s ongoing business) and
services provided by participants with the aim of implementing the basic functions of the
platform.

To facilitate the creation and distribution of various and objective contents and data of the music

theme, and distribution of products and services between Application Layer and Core Layer, it

classiﬁes user activities to store them in the blockchain and data storage by dispersing them and
acts as a medium.

6.3. Core Layer
Core Layer is Storage Layer that records the information related to major contents and the
participants in the ecosystem. Core data that needs to be prevented from forgery, alteration and
loss due to server failure are recorded in the blockchain, and general data is stored in the storage.
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Basically, the information on contracts, copyrights, intellectual property rights, reputation,

trading and settlement, and token is recorded on on-chain. In Oﬀ-Chain, large-sized contents and

the content and data that can be used as useful information to consumers when processed with

AI, big data tools, etc., are distributed and stored. For the purpose of managing large-sized content
and data in the future, separate side-chain, and cloud server, etc. can be connected and utilized

externally. In addition, public data that can be disclosed and private data that must not be
disclosed according to security issues are managed in a dual system, and can be selectively
viewed.

Data Manager veriﬁes and manages valid data according to the platform policy, supports the

activities of participants, and integrates and manages the storage for eﬃcient operation. Token

Module transparently and automatically settle and manages service payments by 'ASSA TOKEN's
implemented through protocon-based smart contracts, and protects the assets of all users of the
ecosystem.

Accordingly, activities of creating creation of blockchain content and producing data will be given
ASSA points for fair reward through fair ASSA point system, and 'ASSA TOKEN's are implemented
so that fair proﬁts are distributed for the trading activities and collaboration activities.
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7. TOKEN ECONOMY
The economic activities in《ASSA》ecosystem are conducted through 'ASSA TOKEN(ASSA)’. 'ASSA
TOKEN(ASSA)’, as a payment method, is used mainly for commerce activities, and forms an organic relationship with a separate 'ASSA POWER(ASP)’. ASSA Token is based on the Protocon mainnet

token model standard. ASSA Power is utilized as the center of community activities of participants,

and economic activities of the ASSA ecosystem are made with the ASSA Token(ASSA) as the
medium.

In the meantime, 'ASSA POWER' is used mainly for community activities of participants, and is also

used for additional activities linked to commerce activities, which will make the ecosystem stable
so that adequate supply and demand can be achieved and the ecosystem can be circulated
continuously.

P ASSA Power

View /
Review

Users
Exchange

Contents
System

Wallet
System

P

Contents Creater
Populator
Artist & Trainee

Purchase

Payment
System

P

Reward

Community Area

ASSA Token

P

Change

Reward

Commercial Area
Soho
On&Oﬀ Shop
Service Company

Figure 10. ASSA TOKEN ECONOMY
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7.1. ASSA Power(ASP)
'ASSA POWER' is a reward point received on the basis of community contribution, and is used as

an indicator to fathom the inﬂuence within the platform. 'ASSA POWER' is determined by《ASSA》
’
own evaluation and its reward scale is determined as rank(Ranking System).

Along with this, it will replace mileage or points that were given as a reward in existing, providing
more direct beneﬁts to users. 'ASSA POWER' owned by users cannot be exchanged for cash, but
can be exchanged for 'ASSA TOKEN's through the platform exchange system.
The contents of rewards for community activities are as follows :
- Upload content, View content, View ads, Share, Vote, Follow, Subscription,
Comment/Report/Like

7.2. ASSA Token(ASSA)
'ASSA TOKEN' is a utility token traded on the market and is used to use and trade all services in the

《ASSA》platform. It is used for purchasing various products and services, sponsoring, and crowdfunding. It can be exchanged or traded with other cryptocurrencies via crypto exchanges.

Cash and tokens are used together as payment methods on the platform, and we will make ASSA
tokens as a unique brand value base and convenient utility value in real life.
The main contents of rewards for commerce activities are as follows :
- Acquisition of bonus points for purchase behaviors, Review, Share, Subscription,
Comment/Report/Like

'ASSA POWER' can be exchanged for 'ASSA TOKEN', but 'ASSA TOKEN' cannot be exchanged for

'ASSA POWER'. The exchange rate may vary depending on the market situation, and a small
exchange fee will be incurred with a minimum amount limit for exchange. Currency exchange fees
will be used for the operation of the service and ecosystem.
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8. TOKEN ISSURANCE
Token overview

10%

Team &
Advisor

40%

Ecosystem

10%

Marketing

2.5%
Private
Sale

· Token Name : ASSA Token
· Token Unit : ASSA

· Token Type : Protocon

· Total Amount : 10,000,000,000 ASSA
· Sales Volume : 250,000,000 ASSA

20%

17.5%

Strategic
Partners

Development

A total of 10,000,000,000 'ASSA TOKEN's (ASSA) will be issued.《ASSA》plans to sell 200,000,000

tokens, 2.5% of the total issuance, sequentially, according to a step-by-step global business strategy.
Excluding the sales, the remaining 97.5% of the tokens will consist of 40% for ecosystem, 20% for
Strategic Partners, 17.5% for Development, 10% for marketing and 10% for team and partners as
shown in the graph above. Tokens allocated to strategic partners, teams, and advisors will be

locked-up for at least one year in the future, and the monthly lock-up release schedule will be
announced through public notice.

Use of Fund

30%

Foreign Investment

25%

Service Operation

20%

DApp Development

10%

15%

Company
Advertisement
Reservation

Fund will be used for blockchain-based DApp development and business stabilization, marketing

communication for expansion to global services, service operation, development, and eﬃcient
operation.

It will be used in the structure of 30% for the foundation for overseas business expansion, 25% for
service operation, 20% for DApp development, 15% for advertising and marketing, and 10% for
company reserves.
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9. ROADMAP
《ASSA》will implement a specialized O4O (Online for Oﬄine) service beyond the functional utility

of the O2O platform on the basis of blockchain technology.《ASSA》will secure competitiveness for
sustainable businesses by utilizing《ASSA》
’s unique music theme and the features of E&M.

Ways to secure competitiveness
Additionally introduce core theme service on the basis of
current global top app service MagicSing, and expand onoﬄine

Building
《ASSA》
platform

Conduct oﬄine activities, promote online interlocking
convergence service GOLFEX, and conduct a new business
structure linked to EMS business
Design as《ASSA》
’s own core business and securing SP/IP
with large expected utility, completing the ‘big picture’

Design as direct trading model + brokerage model proﬁt
generation structure in advance, and play the role of ﬁrst
mover in the multifaceted market

Design music theme-centered ‘universe’ design /
Continue to secure and link SP(Service Provider) /
IP(Information Provider)

Securing
SP/IP and
Users

Continue to discover domestic and overseas trans-media
and cross-media contents

Diversify proﬁt sources by expanding OSMU (one source multi
use) business (value added businesses-domestic and overseas
events, promotions, goods development and sales, etc.)

Expand services on the basis of the existing infrastructure

(MagicSing app service members, purchasers of background music
equipment, etc.) - Currently there are about 2 million users

Share members collaboration channels (SP/IP) and secure
new members through advertisement, marketing promotion, and event activities.
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ASSA ROADMAP

2017

2019

2020

■
■

■
■

■

■
■
■

‘ASSA’ Global Business
Growth Strategies



2021

Activating Online business
and establishing
oﬄine infrastructure
‘ASSA’ Global Business
Growth Strategies



2022

ASSA PROJECT

■
■

■



Completing global
entertainment platform
and expanding its scale

■

■

Integrating converge
and expanding
online-oﬄine market
‘ASSA’ Global Business
Growth Strategies

■

2023

■
■
■

Formation of project team, R&D
ASSA ‘MagicSing’ Service Open
(Apple App Store ‘App of the Year’ ranked 7th)

“ASSA Global Platform” development progress
ASSA “Global Business Network” organization

Musical Instrument(MagicSing, MyStage, etc.)
- 5.7 million units sold
Partnership with Entermedia, GOLFLEX, Encoreﬁt
Karaoke App Service MagicSing - Over 6.3 million
ASSA “THEME SPOT” opens in Magok,
Conﬁgure GOLFLEX experience centers
Technology Partnership with Protocon
Organize domestic and international cooperation
networks
Discover convergence items, strengthening PR/IR

Release of ASSA DApp Beta Version
Vitalization of domestic businesses,
Overseas market expansion
Listing on Domestic and Global exchanges

Expansion of overseas services in full scale
Additional listing on overseas exchanges
Entering the second phase of global business
growth
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10. TEAM & ADVISOR
《ASSA》project team is composed of team members, partners, and advisors with extensive

various experiences and know-how to form a specialized entertainment platform. They will
demonstrate world-class capabilities to implement music-themed E&M services and blockchain
-based O2O and O4O technologies.

(The organization of the project team will be disclosed in the next version of this white paper to
ensure the conﬁdentiality of the current stage of development.)

Business Network
《ASSA》will create a new global brand with domestic and foreign partner companies.

Sato Shoji(Japan), Pondanet, Creation(USA), Astra Group(Philippines), and other partners in
Brazil, India and Dubai will help to globalize the《ASSA》O2O platform.

At the same time, we will create sustainable conditions for the future in the major hubs of the
Korean Wave (Vietnam, Thailand, Taiwan, the Americas, Europe, etc.).

Belgium

China

Bangladesh
UAE
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Vietnam

Japan
Philippines

USA
Panama
Brazil
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11. Core Partners
《ASSA》entertainment platform service was initiated by ENTERMEDIA.
ENTERMEDIA is a global music content specialized company that has been introducing K-POP to
the world after launching noraebang(garaoke) service in Korea and abroad under ASSA brand in
1994.

Since its foundation, it has invested KRW 37 billion in R&D alone. With its exclusive semiconductor
technology (source IC technology), it has produced background music equipment based on
Korea’s ﬁrst soft sound source technology and sold it to the world, and is currently supplying
sound sources of 350,000 songs to 34 countries.

ENTERMEDIA’s reputation continues with its noraebang streaming app service with over 6.3

million members worldwide, and MagicSing, a professional background music equipment brand
which has recorded the sale of over 5.7 million units.

Figure 11. ENTERMEDIA bldg(Headquarters, ASSA Theme Spot)
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Summary

President & CEO : Lee, Kyung-Ho / Established May 10, 1994

Address

Headquarters : 31, Magokjungang 8-ro 3-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul /

Business Domain

Music content production,

Overseas Factory : Huizou, China

manufacture of portable video background music equipment,
mobile noraebang app service

Core
competences

Global MIDI contents and copyrights

Overseas
sales

Overseas sales network /

Certiﬁcations
and patents

(over 350,000 songs in 34 countries)

Currently it has sales networks in 14 countries including Japan,
the United States, the Philippines, Brazil, India, and Dubai
Company with excellent technology competency (T2),
Innovate technology company (INNO-BIZ),

Innovatively managed company (MAIN-BIZ),

Venture business certiﬁed industrial property rights
(49 domestic patents, 15 overseas patents)

Certiﬁcation and Awards
■
■
■
■

■

T2 Grade “Certiﬁcate of Company with Excellent Technology Competency”
MagicSing App Google Play Best of 2017

Selected as MAIN-BIZ, INNO-BIZ, Certiﬁed World-class Product Manufacturing Company

Awarded ‘50 Million Dollars Export Tower’, ‘20 Million Dollars Export Tower’ and ‘10 Million
Dollars Export Tower’ successively

Awarded Korea Consumer Forum’s Best Innovative Company Grand Prize, Seoul Venture Prize
Grand Prize
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Domestic patents (49 registrations/4 applications)
Cradle-type background music equipment (07/01/29)

■

Automatic channel access device for wireless microphone for noraebang (06/08/08)

■

Wireless background music equipment data receiver pack and background music system
using it (05/10/18)

■

Communication between RFID reader and tag (10/05/17)

■

Media player with built-in microphone (10/12/07), etc.

■

Overseas patents(15 patents)
■
■

■
■

US - Portable noraebang equipment (00/11/06)

Philippines - Background music equipment wireless receiver pack and background music
equipment system using it (05/12/10)

China - Portable noraebang system (05/11/21)

Saudi/Iran/India/Brazil - Portable noraebang equipment, etc.

ENTERMEDIA will take the initiative in preparing a near-perfect ﬁrst-stage operation structure by
supplying the core services of《ASSA》entertainment platform. In addition, ENTERMEDIA will

support blockchain technology, patented technology, etc. through its own technology research
center.
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12. DISCLAIMER
This white paper was prepared to provide information on the new business model and business progress
designed by《ASSA》project team, and is not intended to recommend investment in the project.

This white paper has been prepared for reference on the basis of the current state at the time of preparing
this white paper, and for any content in the white paper including the schedule and performance of the

project planned in the roadmap at the time of reading this white paper and in the future, we do not
guarantee that they are accurate or appropriate, and do not assume any liability.

For example, whether revenue or proﬁt is guaranteed, whether it has been prepared on a legitimate

basis without infringement on the rights of a third party, whether it is commercially valuable or useful,
whether there is any error in its content, whether it is legally prepared and distributed according to the

laws of the country, and whether there is any part of the contents of the《ASSA》project described in

the white paper that does not violate the owner’s national legislation, we do not guarantee. And the

scope within which the project team’s responsibility is exempted is not limited to the examples above.
Certain expressions speciﬁed in this white paper contain forward-looking statements about the future,

future events, and prospects of the project. In addition, forward-looking statements may be included
in other publicly disclosed materials such as published materials, interviews, videos, etc. Forward-

looking statement contains various lists and uncertainties, and does not guarantee future performance.
It may be changed or modiﬁed in the course of the actual business progress. As of the date this white

paper was prepared,《ASSA》platform has not been completed, and major businesses are being
individually serviced.

In the event of any change in this situation in the future,《ASSA》project team will be under no obligation
to provide updates on forward-looking statements. Please note that the responsibility for the results of

actions by referring to this white paper, such as decision making, is entirely up the person who made
the judgment. In other words,《ASSA》project team is not responsible for any damages, losses, debts or
other damages incurred as a result of the use of this white paper.

This white paper is written in Korean and English, and the white paper in the language of the
corresponding country will be added according to the plans advance into the global market. For more

accurate interpretation or in the event of dispute, we will resolve the problem on the basis of the
English version.
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